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Publisher’   Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the Publisher for
quality, authenticity, or usage of any online entitlements included with the product.A strong
foundation in nutrition is essential for effective nursing practice.  s highly respected text
maintains its concentrate on all measures of the nursing care and attention process, from
evaluation and nursing diagnoses to implementation and evaluation. Highlights of the eighth
edition:  s Be aware:    New! •   • eating patterns”  A revised Chapter 1, Nourishment in Health and
Healthcare, explains the part of nourishment in chronic disease prevention, the interdisciplinary
nature of nutrition care, and how technology is affecting the future of nutrition.Built-in learning
aids, include chapter-starting Check Your Knowledge queries, key terms defined in the margins,
at-a-glance Nursing Process tables, chapter-ending Key Principles summaries, and How Do You
Respond?     Updated content contains the 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans and its
companion MyPlate, use of “  set up of “diet” to connote way of living rather than  and inclusion of
the newly revised Nourishment Facts label to end up being implemented for some packaged
foods by 2018. Unfolding case studies use real-existence scenarios to build critical thinking
abilities by asking students to use theory to nutrition issues.  and proposed adjustments in how
malnutrition is defined.New topics include antibiotics in the food supply, brand-new guidelines
for the provision of enteral and parenteral nutrition support,    • a therapeutic approach,  •An
increased focus on weight problems prevention and treatment includes lifestyle modification,
medication, and bariatric medical procedures. • •  Reflecting the most recent evidence-based
practice and nutrition suggestions, this eighth edition of Susan Dudek’  questions that prepare
college students to think on the feet in scientific practice.
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Five Stars great book for class The amount of info in boxes, side clips, case studies, and main
content about any provided page is overpowering, distracting, and messy. That was just as
expected. They also contradict themselves many times in a single paragraph saying that an
intervention has been shown to make a specific outcome but then state that random-managed
trials either don't support that proof or have shown the contrary. Thumbs down. I will order
from you once again. I really got into it This book is excellent! Good Book Even though this book
might read like stereo instructions it had been required and it was informative and it came fast
therefore i was able to move right combined with the class. This publication was also boring
which was unfortunate because nutrition is a dynamic and interesting field of study. Not my
Favorite This was a required supplement text in nursing school and I was wanting to review it as
I previously worked as a registered dietitian. I was disappointed in this publication because I felt
it really dumbed-down the nutritional info needed by professionals. I realize that the target
audience for this reserve is nurses and not registered dietitians however I believe this book
really missed the tag on giving useful medicine nutritional therapy suggestions. Today many
nurses end up in the placement to provide some type of nutritional counseling as a result,
nurses need to have better schooling on medical dietary therapy. I understand that the American
Dietetic Association presents better books of far better quality, demonstration, and usefulness. I
exceeded my nutrition class with an A! Four Stars Great product! Good Fast delivery and the
correct book. You can find so many citations throughout the text (basically one every 2nd
sentence) that it barely reads actually remotely fluently. This book is great! I am 100% pleased.
Satisfied Many thanks for the prompt services. I really experienced it, easy reading, good study
plans. Three Stars Didn't use As expected As expected Requirement of my nursing course but
good. This was a requirement for my nursing class and we didn't even read that a lot of it.
Nevertheless, the chapters I did read were interesting and insightful.Absolutely Terrible This
book is required for my Nursing program but it is absolutely terrible.
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